Innovative UltraRack™
Center Hook Usage Instructions

Hood mounted with Center Hook

Center Hook in stored position
Important! Before usage, make sure all four Total Lock Caster Wheels are set in the “brake on” position (P/N 220-024). All parts must be centered and mounted in the vertical position. All Hand Knobs must be securely tightened before rotating to desired position. Height adjustment on Frame Post (P/N 220-003) should be made prior to mounting part.

Step 1: Set all four Total Lock Caster Wheels to “brake on” position (P/N 220-024).

Step 2: Adjust UltraRack to vertical position (see photo 1).

Step 3: Adjust upper Tee Frame Tube to desired height (P/N 220-007) using Quick Release Pin (P/N 220-030). Note: average setting for hood is fourth to seventh pinning hole from top of upper Tee Frame.

Step 4: Loosen all four Hand Knobs on upper and lower Tee Frame Tubes.

Step 5: Adjust width of upper right and left Support Arms to desired hole locations on hood, set hood on upper right and left Support Arm hooks. Securely tighten upper Hand Knobs (see photo 2).


Step 7: While applying firm downward pressure to lower Tee Frame Tube, securely tighten Tee Handle.

Step 8: Make sure all Hand Knobs and Tee Handles are securely tightened.

Step 9: To rotate hood from vertical position, apply slight downward pressure while pulling Rod Handle (P/N 220-012). To rotate hood back to vertical position, apply slight upward pressure while pulling Rod Handle.
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Tailgate mounting: remove right and left upper Support Arms from upper Tee Frame Tube (P/N 220-007). Rotate Support Arm hooks a quarter turn downward, re-insert 5 inches into upper Tee Frame Tube. Securely tighten upper Tee Frame Tube Hand Knobs. Insert right and left Extension Arms (P/N 220-010 and P/N 220-011) into upper right and left Support Arms. Center tailgate, securely tighten upper Support Arm Hand Knobs (see photo 3).